Imaging of Soft and Biological Samples Using AFM Ringing Mode.
Ringing mode of atomic force microscopy (AFM) enables imaging the surfaces of biological samples, cells, tissue, biopolymers, etc. to obtain unique information, such as the size of molecules pulled by the AFM probe from the sample surface, heights of the sample at different load forces, etc. (up to eight different imaging channels can be recorded simultaneously, which is in addition to five channels already available in other rival modes). The imaging can be done in both air (gases) and liquid (buffers). In addition, the images obtained in ringing mode do not have several common artifacts and can be collected up to 20× faster compared to the rival imaging modes. Here we describe a step-by-step approach to collect images in ringing mode applied to biological and soft materials in general. Technical details, potential difficulties, and points of special attention are described.